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350 Are Feted At Annual Honors Banquet
McDonald Discusses
Contribution To Life
VoL44
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229 Women Are Pledged To 11 Sororities
On Sorority Row

Science Symposium Review
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HUGS. SCREAMS. AND TEARS— Theee three words are descriptive of the
Bcenee that take place on Sorority Row during the climax of ■pring rush. Saturday
was no exception. The hugs, the ■creami, and the tears were again prevalent,
as depleted In the above photo.

First A Stampede, Then Chaos
As Sororities Receive Pledges
By Nlque Polhi.t
Two-hundred and twenty-nine women picked up bids
Saturday as sorority spring rush came to a close. The "stampede," predicted in Friday's Newg, became a reality as the
new pledges rushed to Sorority Row screaming, crying, and
often slipping, to meet their chosen groups.
Also as predicted, swarms of men students were on hand
to witness the event.
The women who pledged
the 11 sororities are as follows:
Alpha Chi Omega
• Sue Chambers, Nancy Gillespie,
Louise Hatzo, Susan Hays, Nancy
Iden, Barbara Jones, Dianna Kellogg, Bonnie Kelly, Judy Knudson.
Patti Kohn, Karen Koski, Karen
Leidheiser, Melinda Mathews, Myra Jo Prechtel, Sandra Raniszeski,
Bethann Schlemmer, Jan Schopfer, Sandra Shanks, Karen Wilson,
and Linda Zeeb.
Alpha D.lla PI
Judy Armentrout, Janet Armstrong:,
Audrey Bonk,
Margy
Gundlach, Joyce Harmon, Judy
Haven, Sandra Heinrich, Donna
Jaco, Gerry Kinzle, Joy McKitrick,
Linda McLaughlin, Carolyn Miller,
Carolyn Pirner, Joan Sukalac,
Kathleen Wasserman, Phyllis Wassner, Marcia Williams, and Patricia Wooding*.
Alpha Gamma Delia
Judi Bluhm, Susan Brewer,
Margie Dunn, Pat Follett, Pat Garrett, Pat Hagerty, Virginia Hedl,
Sharon Hewson, Margaret Kells,
Linda Kiser, Janice Lillibridge,
Kathy Mormino, Kathleen O'Brien,
Sue Osborne, Betty Ricker, Marilyn Sahan, Joyce Shue, Carol Simons,
Sandy
Stevens,
Janet
Thompsett, Loretta Verba, and
Donna Workman.
Alpha Phi
Betsy Addison, Nancy Bannigan,
Anne Belknap, Sandra Berry, Linda Brumfield, Paula Bruning,
Nancy Campbell, Mary Doyle, Peggy Elliott, HJeo'gene Farley, Nancy Harris, Sue Jones, Kathleen
Maughan, Diane Sue Miarcr, Judy
Roberts. Janet Shepard, Sandra
Simodi, Dee Snyder, C.wen Ward,
and Faith Zuranski.
Alpha XI D.lla
Betty Barrett, Sue Bowden, Jan
Dean, Susan Eicher, Beverly Ferguson, Marlyn Gelo, Ruth Gran,
Frances Hiller, Joan Jaksic, Jean
Hofstetter, Ailsa Johnston, Susan
Kim. Peg Kniseley, Sharon Lapka,
Patricia Lewicki, Jeanette Long,
Donna McCulloch. Diane Mika,
Madelon Mitchell, Judy Nanna.
Donna Quigley, Virginia Regan,
Margaret Salinski, Patti Schack,
and Amy Seehausen.
Chi Oineqa
Sandra Andrews, Jane Armstrong, Carol Augspurger, Jo Ann
Azok, Bonnie Baird, Kathi Becker, Kay Boulon. Sue Coleman,
Phyllis Cnlp, Carolyn Freppel, Joanne Hart, Betty Houston, Betty
Hursh, Carol Leppich. Roseanne
Modrowaki, Marcia Ohly, Karen
Oppenheim, Carol Pohlman, Ann
Jo Pnrdy, Mary Sanderson, Betsey Schwenk, Sandra Scott, Marilyn Van Aman, Mary Williams.
(Continued on Page 2)

News Note
Th» myit.ry photo in Friday's Isiu» of the News wai a shot of TO'i
Campui Corner at It appeared In
1110.
Jim Cornelia and Ron SlnaJ*
■topped at the) Newt office* minutes
after ihe paper wa dUtrlbuted to
correctly Identify the picture.

Heavy Snow~6.5'--Causes Labor
Day And Night For Maintenance
Everyone talks about it, but no
one does a thing about the weather.
Everyone WHS talking about the
weather in this area Feb. 26 and
while no one could do much about
it, maintenance crews worked day
and night to combat its effects.
"Eight ground crew members
and three pieces of mobile equipment worked constantly, under
the direction of Russell Fairburn, custodial
superintendent,
to clear the walks and roads of
the i'>'i inches of snow that blanketed the University," said F. Eugene Beatty, director of buildings
and facilities.
"H wa.n'i the heaviest snowstorm
we've had here, but the terrific
winds caused snow drifts that were
Iwe or three feel deep la some
areas." he added. "The worse accumulation en sidewalks was along
Woosler Street from South Hall
t* Rodger* Quadrangle."
Emergency beds were set up
in warm buildings to provide the
workmen the opportunity to get
two or three hours sleep. The
campus sidewalks were cleared for
student use the next morning.
No major activities were canceled by the storm, though there
was some anxiety on the part of
those attending the Erroll Garner
concert in the ballroom, Thursday
night.
Mr. Gamer was l'i hours late
alter the wind-blown snow had
caused contusion concerning the
route to Bowling Green. The famous lass-planlst had left Detroit
at 4 pjn. and didn't arrlre until
liM PJB.

Lyle Fletcher, assistant professor of geography, who spends
much time studying weather conditions in this area, said that the
major portion of the storm hit in
the daylight hours of Feb. 26.
"In general, it was the worst
storm in several years, but it
didn't continue as long as previous ones," Professor Fletcher
said. "It started to get colder that
evening, and the snow diminished
to flurries, though the wind made
conditions very hazardous on the
highways."
Prolesaor Fletcher, who Is noted
for his constant predictions of mild
winters In Bowling Green, Indicated this winter Mill has been the
mildest In several years and should
continue to be so. though occasional snowstorms are possible.
Professor Fletcher added that,
though the students of the University think this area has the
worst climate in the country, it's
just the sudden extremes that
make life uncomfortable at times.
(Picture on Page I)

Art Honorary Exhibit
Features Alumni Work
The Alumni Show of Delta Phi
Delta, art honorary, will feature
the contributions of 12 former
members, according to George
Koch, the group's president. Contributions to the initial Alumni
Show will include work in ceramics, oils, water colors, textiles,
and enamels.
The display will lie in the Promenade Lounge of the Union
March 1 through 14.

"The 'Set of the Sail' determines whether or not you will
make a significant contribution in your lifetime." This statement was made by Dr. Ralph W. McDonald as he addressed
350 honor students at the Honors Banquet in the ballroom of
the Union last night The banquet gave recognition to those
students who achieved a 3.5 or better grade average in the
first semester.
abilities. You are now in a posiDr. McDonald prefaced this
tion to make a significant contriremark by telling the student!), bution."
"In order to do so. you must find
"You have already demonstrated
some goal some purpose, outside
your keen academic interest, your
yourself. Tou must set your sights
desire to do good work, and your
In relation to thai goal. Thus, the
'Set of the Sail' will be the determining factor In the over-all success
and true value of your life.''
The breakdown of the honors
list by classes was as follows:
Robert Chapman, instructor in
freshmen, 79; sophomores, 67 j
music, will be guest piano soloist juniors, 70; and seniors, 117.
with the University Symphony OrBranch schools were represented
chestra, under the direction of
by a total of 17 students, includProf. Seymour L. Bcnstock, as it
ing eight freshmen, five sophopresents an all-Amcricnn "Pops"
mores, three juniors, and one senprogram Sunday night, Mar. 6.
ior, to make the total 360.
The concert, in honor of the UniFigures released from the Preversity's Fiftieth Anniversary, will
sident's office show that this is a
begin at 8:16 p.m., in the ballroom
25.4 per cent increase over last
of the Union. Tickets are available
year, when the honors list was
at the informainitiated.
tion desk of the
The percentage increase by
Union and arc
classes was: freshmen, 33.8; sophfree to all facomores, 20.; juniors, l'.i.H; and
ulty, students,
seniors, 28.8.
administrat i ve
In a statement for the News conpersonnel, and
cerning the significance of this
University emIncrease. Dr. McDonald said. "We
ployees .
must give much credit to these stuMr. Chapman
dents and to the faculty members
will be heard in
who have stimulated them. This Is
George Gersha definite reflection of the everwin's "RhapscIncreasing academic Interest of the
CHAPMAN
,|y |n Blue," a
student body."
work commissioned in 1924 by Paul
The banquet was hosted by Dr.
Whitman. It marked the beginning
and Mrs. McDonald. Included in
of a now symphonic jazz style,
the gathering were many faculty
which was the merging of jazz
and staff members. The women
elements with the more formal outin attendance each received a red
lines and orchestration of classical
carnation. A special program listmusic.
ing the names of those honored
Mr. Chapman received bachelor
was given to each student at the
of music and master of arts dedoor as a memento of the occasion.
grees from the State University
of Iowa and joined the University
The guests were met and prestaff in 11)87. He has given recitals
sented to the President and his
and appeared many times as an
wife by members of the Hospitaliaccompanist in this area. He was ty and Reception Board of the
guest solrist with the orchestra of
Union
Activities
Organization,
Seattle, Wash., during the summer Sandy Hablitzel, Jo Ann Russell,
of 1969, and is now a member of
Gwen Ward, and Sue Johnson.
the University Trio.
Paul Makara, instructor in muThe recital hall in the Hall of sic, presented Henri Vieuxtempa'
"Concerto Number 6 in A Minor."
Music was built around the organ
He was accompanied by Dr. James
after it had been installed.
Paul Kennedy, chairman of the
music department. Dr. Paul F.
Leedy, director of the University
Library, was master of ceremonies. The Rev. James Trautwein, of
■St. John's Episcopal Church, gave
the invocation.

Chapman Is Pianist
At 'Pops' Concert

Marshall Victim Of Darrow Assault;
BG, MAC Scoring Records Broken
By Bob Hoover

Nominations For Class Officers
Must Be Made At Convention
A nominating convention for next year's sophomore, junior, and senior class officers will be held tomorrow in the
ballroom of the Union.
Any student who is in good standing with the University
and has a 2.0 minimum point average may be nominated for
an office in his class. The student must be nominated by a
classmate, and the nomination must be seconded by another classmate. The nominee need
not be present at the convention.
"Candidates for any upperclass
offices cannot run if they are
not nominated at the convention.
No exception to the rule will be
made," stated Fred Stumpo, newly appointed chairman of Student
Elections Board.
Stumpo said each person nominated will be given a petition
to be signed by at least 60 members of his class. This petition
must be returned to the Student
Activities Office, 2 Gate Theatre,
by 6 p.m. March 7. The petition
then will be screened by the members of the Elections Board, and
each nominee will be notified of
the acceptance or rejection of his
petition.
Voting for these positions will
take place in an all-campus election, Thursday, March 17. The
election of next year's four Student Body officers, nine elected
members of the Student Council,
and two directors-at-large for the
University Union Activities Council will take place at the same
time.
Nominating forms for student
body positions have been mailed to
sorority and fraternity houses and
dormitories. They must be returned immediately to the Student
Body office so that screening may

night as he pumped in 62 points
to lead the Falcons to a 90-8B
victory over the Big Green from

Marshall College.
Darrow completely rewrote the
record books as he smashed six and
tied another. They are as follows :
By scoring on a layup al 17:43
of the first half, he broke Al
Blanchl's single season record of
600 point, set In 1953-54. Darrow
now has (SI points for the season.
(Continued on Page 3)

Poor Bianchi

Poor Byrd

Jimmy Darrow, considered
by many the greatest basketball player in Bowling Green's
history, came up with one of
the most brilliant performances of the year Saturday

begin, according to Bob McLean,
student body president.
Precinct clerks are needed by
the Student Elections Board to
check student credentials and to
give out ballots. Each clerk will
work one hour during the 8 a.m.
to S p.m. voting period. This work
will entitle the clerks to activity
points as sub-committee members
of the Elections Board. Anyone interested should contact Judy Fiebiger at Prout Hall.

A vacancy in Student Court
has been filled by the appointment
of Dale Ford to the position of associate justice. Ford's appointment
was approved by Student Council
Feb. 24.
The new justice Is a junior in
the College of Liberal Arts and is
chairman of the Student Leadership and Service Board. He also
serves as a counselor in Rodgers
Quadrangle and is a member of
the Artist Series Committee and
Phi Eta Sigma, freshman scholastic honor society.
Student Court has been operating under a handicap since
near the end of last semester
when one of the justices
resigned. Another member currently is engaged in student teaching.
A 3.0 minimum grade average is
necessary for election to the Court.

AFROTC Requesting
Books For Project

Pledge Dance Theme
Announced March II
Second semester fraternity and
sorority pledges and their big
brothers and big sisters will dance
to the music of Steve Synic and
his band at the annual Interfraternity Council-Panhellenic Council
pledge dance March 11.
The theme of the dance will be
decided by a contest in the fraternity and sorority pledge classes.
The theme will be announced at
the dance and an award will be
given to the pledge class that submits the winning entry. Entries
for the theme contest are to be
sent to Ed Tiller at the Kappa
Sigma house.
The dance will be in the ballroom from 8 p.m. to midnight.

Court Vacancy
Filled By Ford

THE FUST—Darrow broke Al Blanchl's single season record with his
first basket of the night—a driving layup that brought his total to 601 points.
Trying to stop htm Is Marshall's Itm
Samoa (41).

THE SECOND—The 12 game MAC
record formerly held by Lee Byrd of
Marshall was snapped with a Darrow
special—(he long tamper. The futile
defensive effort Is being made by
Charlie Moore (Ilk

In order to provide books for
the unequipped students of Asia,
the Arnold Air Society, of the
Air Force ROTC, is sponsoring a
"Library for Asia" project on
campus and in the community of
Bowling Green.
The books, which must be hard
cover, will be collected at various
turn-in points on campus and in
town. Students are urged to bring
their contributions to the Air
Force ROTC detachment orderly
room in Overman Hall. Town pickup centers will be Holdgrafs Drug
Store, 111 S. Main St., and the
Wood County Appliance Co., 186
N. Main St
The drive will end in March
with the packing and shipping of
the books to Asia. Student organizations, churches, community service clubs, and civic groups arc
urged to assist in this effort.
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Editorially Speaking
Behind The So-Called 'Crackdown'
What's behind the so-called "crackdown" that has given
rise to more outside assignments, tougher courses, and requests
for longer library hours? This is a big question among the
student body. The News went after the answer.
According to the President, "crackdown" is an erroneous
term. We found that the roots of this academic upsurge lie
much deeper than any spur-of-the-moment demand on faculty
members to pile on additional work. To be realistic, it is evident that a top-notch product cannot possibly be produced
without good basic materials, regardless of the demands. In
this case, those "materials" are students, and faculty members
and administrators.
"We had a fine nucleus of faculty members and administrators who were dedicated to attaining the highest academic
standards possible," said the President reflectively. "In successive years we have added more and more persons to the
staff and faculty who are deeply ingrained with the same
ideals."
Emphasis in the above area was accompanied by a concentrated study of the curricula. As a direct result of this
study, many courses were consolidated in order that primary
attention could be given to course depth. This move was accomplished without limiting the breadth of study that was
deemed necessary.
Under these circumstances it isn't necessary to apply pressure. The production of a better student and the realization
of progressively higher academic standards come naturally.
The only "pressure" that has been applied is the revamped
policy, whereby freshmen can now be placed on warning at
midterm of the first semester and dropped at the end of the
semester. This, with the increase in accumulative grade requirements for each class.
Under the old policy, freshmen were placed on warning
at the end of the first semester and dropped at the end of the
year. The purpose of both changes was twofold: (1) To weed
out earlier the students who are not serious about obtaining
an education, and (2) to give those highly qualified students
who are now being turned away a chance.
Taking these things into account, the answer is apparent.
We are not experiencing an overnight "crackdown." Rather,
we are feeling the first effects and seeing the first evidences
of work that was begun before our "era" and will continue.
This is what's behind the so-called "crackdown."

College Circuit

Look Out Men, It i Leap Year
Br Eellh Sanders
Leap Year is the college headline story of this week and for
the month in general. What with Valentine's Day and occasional brief glimpses of spring, college coeds are showing signs
of becoming restless. Many men have received Valentines
from their female friends with the inscription, "Just because
it's Leap Year, don't get the idea I'm chasing you. I am, but
don't get the idea."

Major

league baseball players soon
will be leaving for the spring
training camps, but there seems to
be an indication that some coeds
have beaten them to the draw.
Stated
the
Southern
Illinois Egyptian,
"92
Southern
girls are now
out of commission. They have
become pinned,
engaged, or
married . . .
and all in the
short time of
six weeks. So
SANDERS
if spring is the
time when the young man's fancy
turns, the past six weeks is just
spring training." To give fair
warning to the men at Bowling
Green, I'll misquote a famous
Shakespearian phrase, "Beware the
ides of spring."
• e •
Ohio University officials have
adopted a new policy, creating
pressure on students to pay more
attention to proper standards of
English. All faculty members have
been Issued yellow slips to attach
to any paper not written In acceptable EcgtUh. The professors
also can recommend that a student
lake a writing clinic course and
take and pose Ike English proficiency tost
e e •
One Ohio State University student awoke one morning to find
himself, and his bed, sitting on

front l»wn of one of the sorority houses. It seems his fraternity brothers had tied him to the
bed while he slept. He lay there
helplessly while the girls santt to
him, bounced his bed up and down,
and tickled him until he bemad for
mercy.
tne

•

•

•

In an article In the Dally Kent
Staler, deans at lent Slate University condemned the act ol taking
actlrei or pledgee "|c* a ride."
Dr. Glen T. Nygreen. dean of students and speaker at Bowling
Green', (all Greek Week banquet.
sold that rldee are "lunlor high
school loollshnoes that hare no
place In a college environment.''
Roland T. Patter, assistant dean of
men. sold. "I don't think that a
thinking fraternity man would engage In thU kind of activity. Every
national tratemlty takes a very
dim view of this type of behavior."
The Ohio revised code, section
JJO1.10 provide* that persons taking] par! In such acts are punishable by up to sis months la prison
and/or a S200 fine.
see
Calipers Day at the University
of Minnesota has been abolished.
States the Minnesota Daily, foresters used to caliper women, but
thla year they're going to caliper
trees. Calipering is an old tradition at Minnesota. On a designated
day, foresters roam the St Paul
campus and measure with calipers
the upper anatomy of coeds and
secretaries. Feelings on the abolishment ranged from general apathy on the part of non-foresters

Price Slashing SALE!
Nylon Fleece Lined Jackets
While. Navy, Charcoal
regular price $14.95
Men's Bells
reaulax price $2.0042.50
Women's Campus Cuddle Cap
regular price $2.10
Six Foot Long Wool Scarves
regular price $489.

0"9in Of Life And Matter Explained
At Symposium For Science And Math
■y Robert Schleeel and
Ron GeUer

"We are now in a scientific
period which may explain the
origin of the earth. We are
now getting at the root of the
problem." These introductory
remarks by Dr. Gerard Kuiper
net the stage for the science and
mathematics symposium. This was
the fourth In a scries of Golden
Anniversary convocations.
Dr. Kuiper, director of the Yerkes Institute at the University of
Chicago, wns the first of three
speakers at Sunday's symposium
on "Cosmology: The Origin of
atter and Life." Speaking on "Origin of the Earth and Planets,"
Dr. Kuiper presented his ideas to

Sorority Stampede
Evolves As Expected

an audience of approximately
1,800 in the ballroom of the Union.
The noted scientist said that
"The origin of the earth is closely
related to that of the moon, which
developed with the earth as a
double planet about five billion
years ago. The study of the surface of the moon makes it possible
to trace back the history of the
earth-moon system through nearly
the entire period of evolution." He
then added, "The origin of the
earth-moon system must be viewed in a setting which gave rise to
the other planets and the aun itself at the center of the system."
Dr. Benjamin F. Howell, Jr.,
head of the department of geophysics and geochemistry at Pennsylvania State University, concluded the afternoon session with
a discussion of "Physical Evolution of the Earth." The speaker
gave several examples of isostatic
adjustment, the process of the
earth's sinking under a load, and
then rising upon its removal. Com-

(Continued from Page 1)
Delia Gamma
Charleen Amundson, Nancy Anderson, Barbara Camp, Carol Cromer. Sue Dillingham, Madrcen Flocchi, Mary Ellen Fry. Linda Golle,
Julie Hill. Mary Jo Isch, Karen
Kelley, Diane Lapolla, Connie
Mastin. Marilyn Nesta, Marilyn
Richards, Sue Roberts. Carolyn
Smith, Marllynn Suiter. Linda Vosmer, and Jane Weingartner.
Delta ZenJo Ann Ilaughman, Pat Burnham, Margie Gibson, Karen Kampcr, Ignore Llewellyn, Susanne
McBean, Joy McPherson, Carol
Meyer, Polly Miller, Linda Musser,
Eleanor Myers, Diane Sawyer, Ellen Smith, and Joan Van Wyngarden.
Gamma Phi Beta
Judy Andrews, Linda Brewer,
Sue Cook, Marguerite Hanson,
Sandra Herr, June Jaroch, liosalyn Lcake, Susan Midnight, Melissa Miller, Sharon Putnam, Patricia Riley, Jan Schmidt, Linda
Schondel, Judy Snodgrass, Carol
Srb, Virginia Stover, Elaine Vargo, Lola Wade, Davilyn Wilson,
Patricia Wisniewski, Coe Susan
Wolfe, and Joyce Yockey.
Kappa Delta
Carol Jane Anderson, Carol Lee
Beck, Margaret Brackney, Betty
Callahan, Judy Downing, Karen
Ernst, Judy Evanson, Suzanne
Haslanger, Elizabeth Hoon, Janet
Hunter, Judy Jeffcott, Carolyn
Kleiber, Michaelene Kushner, Janet Ladeau, Barbara Luti, Ireta
Meyers, Margery Miller, Sharon
Newcomer, Kay Oetzel, Kay Olinger, Linda Snyder, Delores Stefan,
Maxine Stilwell, Sandra Strong,
Pat Sutch, Janice Towey, Carolyn
Walker, and Nancy Weir.
Phi Mu
Judy Ennis, Susan Ewald, Linda
Lindman, Jane Loudenslager, Judy
Palmer, Carol Pataky, Beverly
Precht, Charlotte Rathy, Barbara
Schlosser, Susan Skarl,
Ellen
Stroud, Jane Wilt, Virginia Wolfe,
and C. Sue Workman.
to anger in some forestry circles—
and outright relief of coeds who
have witnessed past Calipers Days.
e • •
The University of Toronto officially severed any connection with
the 30 fraternities and eight sor
orliles on Its campus. Said the
University president "a person Is
quite free to belong to a fraternity
but If he does belong, he cannot
slay In the University.'* In Canada,
all church-sponsored universities
and French-speaking universities
are devoid of fraternities.

Cobus Hour
Van Scoyoc Cites
Cultural Ignorance
"Find out what the people want
and do more of it; find out what
they don't want and do leas of it,"
said Dr. Lcland Van Scoyoc, chairman of the economics department,
at the latest Cobus Hour Feb. 24.
Dr. Van Scoyoc read an essay to
the audience, "Flight from Integrity," by Leonard E. Read. Dr.
Van Scoyoc said that finding out
what people want and giving it to
them is a good way to make money,
but not a good way to promote integrity and culture. He added that
we cater to the lowest groups and
actually imitate ignorance in such
things as music and art today.
In trying to find a solution to
the problem, he said, we as individuals should do our best to raise
standards. "Be true to yourself
and then you will be true to
others," said Dr. Van Scoyoc. An
audience discussion on the subject
followed his presentation.
At Cobus Hour tomorrow, Dr.
Maurice Mandell, associate professor of business administration,
will speak on "Student Organizations and Professional Fraternities." The discussion will be held
in the White Dogwood Room of the
Union at 3:30 p.m.

"MR.
PYM
SAYS"
It U worth the trip to Toledo for the many •nd-ofsexnon Taluem. Up to 50%
reductions on ioms Items.
Com* and take a look.

V

$1.2541.75

The evening session was concerned with "Cosmology and Organic Evolution," by the Alexander Agassiz Professor of Vertebrate
Palentology, Dr. George G. Simpson. Beginning his address with
a look into the features of imminent and evolutionary causation, Dr. Simpson said "The uni
verse haa certain eminent properties that appear in and act on
its contents. Also these contents
of the universe are at any one
time and in any one region organized in particular ways; they
have configuration."

Pimifint) timn State Uniurrsili)
EDITOHlAl STArT

The professor then made a point
of the fact that an inquiry into
the history of organisms is made
difficult by the fact that scientists
have only the earth as an objective example to study. He continued, however, "Evolution is by no
means an unlimited or undirected
process. The extent and rigidity
of the limitations are subjects for
further inquiry—-or speculation."
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THE THUNDERING MARCH OF PROGRESS
J'IKIH.V, H everyone knows, is the forty-sixth anniversary of the
founding of Gr.ttismire College for Women, which, as everyone
knows, wns the first Progressive Education college in the
United States.
Well do I recollect the tizsy in the academic world when
Gransmire o|iene<l its |sirtals! What n buzz there was, what a
brouhaha in faculty common rooms, what n rattling of teacups,
when Dr. Agnes Thudtl Sigufoos, first president of Gransmire,
lifted her learned old bond and announced defiantly, "We will
teach the. student, not the course. There will lie no marks, no
exams, no requirements. This, by George, is Progressive
Education!"
Well sir, forward-looking maidens all over the country cast
off their fetter' and came rushing to New Hampshire to enroll
at Gransmire. Here they found freedom. They broadened their
vistas. They lengthened their horizons. They unstop|icd their
bottled |x>rsonulitics. They roamed the campus in togas, leading ocelots on leashes.
And, of course, they smoked Marlboro cigarettes. (I say,"Of
course." Why do I say, "Of course"? I say, "Of course" because
it is a mutter of course that anyone in search of freedom should
miiorally turn to Marlboro, for Marlboro is the smoke that sets
the spirit souring, that unyokes the captive soul, thut fills the
air with the murmur of wings. If you think flavor went out
when filters came in—try Marlboro. They are sold in soft pack
or llip-iup IKIX wherever freedom rings.)
But all was not Marllioro and ocelots for the girls of Gransmire. There was work and study too—not in the ordinary sense,
to be sure, for there were no formal classes. Instead there was
a broad approach to enlarging each girl's potentials, both mental
•ml physical.
Take, for example, the course culled R.M.8. (Basic Motor
Skills). B.M.8. was divided into L.D. (Lying Down), S.U.
(Standing Up) and W. (Walking). Once the student had mastered L.D. and S.U., she wus taught to W.—but not just to W.
any old wayl No, sir! She was taught to W. with poise,
dignity, bearing! To inculcate a sense of liulunce in the girl,
ahe began her exercises by walking with a suitcase in each hand.
(One girl, Mary Ellen Dorgenicht, got so good at it that today
ahe is bell captain at the Dcshlcr-Hilton Hotel in Columbus,
Ohio.)

rradt'ttonal Apparel for Men

IT'S EASY TO
FIND YOUR
WAY TO THE

$1.20
now $3.25

planets, contending that Mars and
Venus were the only two planets
with possibilty of life. He said
"I venture to assert that there are
no men or man-like creatures, on
Mars or Venus and of course still
less anywhere else in our solar
system."

menting on the evolution of the
earth. Dr. Howell said "Change
then is the universal rule of geologic environment."

144 North Erto
Toledo. Ohio

now $9.00

UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE
— IN THE UNION —

March I, 1960

UNIVERSITY DAIRY BAR
531 Bldg*> Street

it vftQtffc&(&&&&* &f?~
When the girls had walking under their belts, they were
allowed to dance. Again no formality was imposed. They were
simply told to fling themselves about in any »uv tlnir iimmlaec
dictated, and, believe you me, it was quite an impressive sight
to see them go bounding into the woods with their togas flying.
(Several later joined the VS. Forestry Service.)
There was also a lot of finger painting and sculpture with
•oat hangers and like that, and soon the fresh wind of Progresai viam came whistling out of Gransmire to blow the ancient dust
of pedantry off curricula everywhere, and today, thanks to the
pioneers at Gransmire, we are all free.
If you are ever in New Hampshire, lie sure to visit the Gransmire campus. It la now a tannery.
- ■

•

•

•

II you like mildneu but you don't tit* Kit ere—try Marlboro'»
tlfr elf relit, Philip Morru. II you like television but torn
don't like cowboys— try Max Shulman'e 'The Many Loom
ml Dobie GllUe" every Tueedmy niyht am CBS.
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Darrow, LaPrise, Casey Snap Falcon Records
Falcons Clip Marshall
In Final MAC Contest
(Continued from page 1)
On a Jump abol at Ii20. h. brak.
Lio Byrd'i racord of Ml In 12
qcnn»«. Ml last y»ar. By Uni.hlnq
with 371 points In MAC play, ho
also •■labll»h«d hlm.»l| as th«
Uadina •caror In MAC hutory, iurpasting tks 355 mad* In 14 gamss
by Dick Howard of Wsstsrn 1WHis 52 points nod bis on MAC
qamo rocord mado oarllor this y«ar
against Tolodo In ovsrUmo. His
22 field goals (In 35 attompts) sur
possod his mark of 21. alto against
Toledo.
Hs is now ths loading field goal
producer In MAC history, finishing
with 149. breaking Blanchl's rocord
of 132 In 13 games. The rocord for
field goals attomptod also belongs
to Darrow. His total of 289 brooks
Ed Blalr's rocord of 259 sot last
year.
In the locker room afterward,
Darrow was the recipient of congratulations from many people,
including President Ralph W. McDonald, who termed him "a player
with tremendous desire and talent,"
Darrow hlmsotf said that he
didn't fool anything special like
he did against Toledo. "This one
was easier. The one thing was
that we had OYorythlng to win and
nothing to lose. I wasn't thinking of
the records while I was out there.
I only knew that I was up there
close. Actually, I wouldn't hare
cared If Coach had taken me out
aftsr I scored the 13."
The rest of the Falcons played
a tremendous team pa mo. Coach
Harold Anderson said, "This was
a real good ball game. I.each was
setting up beautiful picks for Darrow, and Parsons played probably
his second heat game of the season, even if he didn't score."
Marshall ran out tn nn early
14-9 lead as Darrow scored B("s
first five points. With baskets by
Bobby Dawson and Darrow, and
a three-point play by Rex Leach,

the Falcone went into a 20-16
lead. Marshall came right back to
tie and go into a 22-20 lead on
a fielder by Lou Mott.
After Darrow tied the game on
a lumper, the Big Green ran up 11
straight points with most of the
damage being done by Mott and
Marshall's M center. Bob Burgees,
who controlled the boards.
Leach finally ended BG's scoring drought and the Falcons began to peck away at a 35-26 lead.
Jim Zak hit for four points and
Darrow connected for three baskets and two fouls shots to put
the Falcons ahead at the half, 4239.
In the second half Darrow connected on five straight shots.
Marshall's much-publicized John
Milhoan began to find the range
and the two teams went nip and
tuck until Leach connected and
Darrow added two more fielders
to push the Falcons into the lead,
72-66, with 8:30 remaining.
With the score 99-99. and two
minutes remaining on the clock, the
Falcons went Into a freese. A Leach
pass was Intercepted with 53 seconds left Milhoan tried a shot, missed and Dick Kusma grabbed the
rebound. He was fouled, but missed
on both shots. With 20 seconds
left and Marshall In possession.
Burgees hied to hook from doee
in. Zak grabbed the Important rebound. Darrow was fouled In the
closing seconds and dropped In
paints 51 and 52 to wrap up the
gams.
Lei<ch was second high scorer
with 19 points while Zak, Kuzma,
and Dawson each finished with
six. Milhoan connected for 21,
high (rr Marshall, while Burgess
had 19.
In the freshman game. Bill Reynolds and Nate Thurmond each
had 13 points as the yearlings won
an easy 80-61 victory over Art
Tron ff Toledo.

Matmen Capture 22nd;
End Undefeated Season
Coach Jim Young's Falcon matmen finished their second
consecutive undefeated season with a 16-12 victory over Kent
State's grapplers at Kent Saturday. The win was the twentysecond straight for the Falcons and the four-point winning
margin was the closest Bowling Green has come to being defeated since the Kent match last year, when the final score
was an identical 16-12.
can
Conference champion
Bob
Falcon individuals sharing Hall. Kebl again came through as
the season spotlight are 123-pound
John Brodbeek and 147-pound Jim
Hoppel. Both men won 10 straight
matches for Coach Young this
year. Bob Dake, 167-pound BG
grappler, is next in line for individual honors with a 7-1 record.
In the Kent match Jerry Dianiska, Al Kebl, and Brodbeek were
pitted against the Flashes' best
matmen. Brodbeek. who won, 6-0,
over Dominic lammarino, and Dianiska, who contributed a crucial
draw against Jergan Begala at
177 pounds, were in competition
against men who lost only one
match each all season, before
meeting the Falcons.
As in last week's match against
Toledo University, there was suspense straight through to the final
match. Going into the heavyweight
match BG was ahead, 14-10. The
pressure was put on Al Kebl to
stave off defending Mid-Ameri-

he had done in the Toledo match.
He grappled to a draw with his
man, which gave both teams two
points and Rowling Green the
victory.
RMUIH: 113 pouncb. John Brodbeek.
BG. over Dominic lammarino. SO; 130
pounds. Dan Nader. K. ov*r G*org*
L*txn*r. 8-4; 137 pounds. Pat Semary.
K. planed Dana rflnkle. 1:30: 147
pounds. Jim Hoppel. BG. aver Pal
ElMnhut. S3.' 157 pound*. Bob Dak*.
BG. OT*r Dinar Kress. 4-0; 117 pounds.
John Super. BG. ov*r Emmsll Jonas. 4-1:
177 pound*. Tarry Dianl.ka, BG. and
J.rqan Beqala drew. 1-1: heavyweight
Al Kebl. BG. and Bob Hall drew. 1-1.

Tankers Triumph

Swimmers Sink Miami, 49'46;
LaPrise Breaks Varsity Mark
By Ton Wh.land

Rowling Green's varsity swimming team made a successful invasion of Miami University Saturday afternoon by dealing the Mid-American Relay champs a 49-46 loss. The BG
yearlings were defeated by the Redskin freshmen.
Miami was "way up" for the meet, but could not match
the Falcons' power and strength. BG's Gary LaPrise and
Miami's Rill Mulliken were
chorman LaPrl** touched for the
both at their best in their
win m 3:55.4. The ledslda* were
specialties for the meet.
'The entire squad was oul to
win Ihl* m»*t." commtnlid wal.r
dr*nch*d Coach Sam Cooper alt.r
h. had pulled hlm**l| oul ol ih.
■ how.r following lb* *quad's victory calibration.
Coach Cooper was especially
pleased by Hank Reest and Paul
Vogel's performances. He explained that they did double duty by
pulling out of their best events
to swim where they could do the
most good for the team's scoring.
The Falcons took a quick lead
by winning the 400-yard medley
relay
in 4:04.4.
Ray
Martin,
Vogel, Reest, and Franz Fauley
did
the
honors.
In
the
220-yard freestyle, LaPrise won
by 1.8 seconds over second-place
Dirk Hubbard of Miami. BG's Jim
Hart placed fourth. Barry Walsh
increased the Falcons' lead to 17-8
by winning the 60-yard freestyle
in the time of 23.6. Fauley placed
fourth in the event.
Miami finally jumped into the
winning column on Mulliken's win
in the 200-yard individual medley.
Martin and Hen Lauber took second and third places, respectively.
Miami closed the gap to 27-26,
winning the next two events. In
the diving, Tom Heekin defeated
Ralph Weibel, 227.30 to 201.70
points, in the three-meter event.
Willie Philbin of BG placed fourth.
Harry Hattenback, pressed by Vogel, won the 200-yard butterfly
in 2:28.2. Following Vogel was
MU's Dave Metz in third and BG's
Reest, fourth.
LaPrl** and Wal*h placed llral
and second In Ih* 100-yard freestyle. LaPrise won In 51.1. lowering
Ihe Falcons' varsity record of S1.7
for the dlstanc*. Walah had a lop
flight 52.0 to llnlih i*cond In the
event.
Martin and Miami's Jack Suydam put on a tremendous race in
the 200-yard backstroke, with Suydam winning by only five yards.
In the 400-yard freestyle, Mulliken won his second event of the
afternoon. Reest eked out a second-place finish over the Redskins'
Dick Hubbard after trailing by as
much as 12 yards. Many spectators present thought that Reest's
performance in this event won the
meet for the Falcons. Then Miami's
Tom Booth and Mulliken took the
top two slots in the 200-yard butterfly, followed by Vogel.
All the tension had now built
up for the final race, the 400-yard
freestyle relay. With the score 4042, Miami, the team winning the
relay would win the meet.
Swimming for the undefeated
Falcon team were Lauber, Fauley.
Walsh, and LaPriee. From Ihe gun,
Ihe Falcons were not to b* beaten.
Lauber look a slight lead and each
of hi* teammates Increased It An*

11 second* behind.
The tankers meet highly regarded Ohio University at I p.m. next
Saturday, March 6, in the Natatorium. Both teams are undefeated against MAC competition with
this meet marking the final dual
event for both teams. The meet
will be Parents' Day for the Falcon swimmers.
Bob Eastman and Ernie Maglisrho, OU co-captains, will lead the
Bobcats into action. Junior Tom
Boyce is a versatile performer,
who can be called upon by Coach
Gilders for competition in almost
any event. A powerful young freestyler for the Bobcats is Carl Catt
Walt Colcman and Tom Forsythe
are key performers for the Ohio
University
tsnk
crew,
in
the
breaststroko and backstroke. Battling LaPrise in the freestyle events will be Howie Meyers.
The Bobcats boast of one of the
best diving teams in the conference, with two-time lctterman Don
Sturchell
pacing
them.
Three
sophomores, Lloyd Wallace, Chuck
Woodlee and Joe Shevlin, add
depth and potential, as does junior Hob Schneider.

Kappa Sigs, Phi Psi's
Leaders In Bowling
The fight for the championship
of the fraternity bowling league
is becoming a two-team affair.
After 16 weeks of play, Kappa
Sigma holds a two-game lead over
second-place Phi Kappa Psi. Kappa Sigma is led by Norm Casaceli
and Silas Dobbins, the No. 2 and
No. 3 bowlers in the league. Tau
Kappn Epsilon, the third-place
team, has beaten Kappa Sigma six
times this year and haa the league's top bowler, Tom Haverfield.
STANDINGS
T*am
Won
Loit
Kappa Sigma
31
I
Phi Kappa Psi
ST
11
Tau Kappa Epsilon
M
14
Pi Kappa Alpha
12
II
Phi Kappa Tau
11
17
Sigma Nu
II
II
Zeta Beta Tau
II
II
Sigma Alpha Ep*Uon
IS
11
Phi Delta Thela
14
M
Delta Up.llon
10
II
MID-AMERICAN CONFERENCE
STANDINGS (Final)
Ohio U.
IB
2
Toledo U.
13
Bowling Green
I
I
Miami
I
|
W. Michigan
I
7
Marshall
4
I
loot
1
10

WINNING PHI DELTS—Member* of Phi Delta Theta'* fraternity basketball
team are photographed during a game played Saturday In the Men'* Gym, In
which they defeated the University of Akron's Phi Dell chapter. 7041. BG'*
chapter will play the winner of the southern division of th* Phi Delt tourney
Saturday In Ihe Men's Oyss,

FLASHTI
Bernie Casey, a fleet halfback during the football season,
showed his prowess on the cinderpaths Saturday as he broke
two records in winning the 70-yard high and low hurdles in
the All-Ohio Invitational Meet held in Columbus.
The former Columbus East star's times were :8.0 seconds
for the lows and :8.6 for the high hurdles.

Young Ideas

Leach's 60-Footer Brings Back
Memories Of 40zark Ike' Shot
By Dave Young
Congratulations are in order for
the Ohio University Bobcats and
student body. The Bobcats are
undisputed champs of the MidAmerican Conference and have
earned the right to represent the
MAC in the NCAA basketball
tournament this month. As for
the student body, it showed that
at least one university in the conference knows how to respect an
all-American candidate. On Saturday, Feb. 20, Jimmy Darrow was
injured in a game at Athens, and
instead of being booed as he had
been at Marshall, he was cheered
when he came to his feet. And
when he went to the foul line to
take his shots, he was given a
standing ovation by the Ohio U.
fans. This was truly a mark of
good sportsmanship on the part
of the Ohio U. fans. It's not hard
to see why the Bobcats won the
championship with fans like these
behind them.
Re* Leach hold* the distinction
of making the longest basket in
the history of basketball at the
University. In a game on Feb. 2.
at Marshall, Leach put the ball
through the hoop from 60 feet
out Leach wasn't going for the
two points the hard way. His pass
was intended for Jim Routson.
But then, who will argue with two
points!

Better Than Averagei

B

Clothes
ftack

DOWLIMG OMIM, OHIO
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Thai's Our Line

1

Bring Your Garments To Segall's For

Max has gone to Los Angeles and Hawaii

The Best DRY CLEANING

to attend the National Clothing Convention. THIS

In Bowling Green,

WEEK ONLY while he is away, I will offer you

or Anywhere For

a chance to save five dollars on your men's Palm

That Matter!

Beach suits. We have a good selection of Ivy
League style in stock. We will hold in Layaway

Shirts, Exquisitely Laundered and Finished

for thirty days with a small deposit.
Yours for style,

segalls
Across from Music Building

BROWNIE

:

FM20

OUTFIT
Complete—for flash and
daylight picture-taking

Dear Students,

Oar most exciting new merchandU. so far Is a complete
nt of INDIA MADRAS
. For the alils we
bar* blou***. skirt*, shafts and
slacks. For the men we ban
short sleeve sport »hlrt*. bermuda short* and sport coats. Authentic hand woven
INDIA
MADIAS la "the" style fabric
far tkl* spring and
VUlt "The Hack"
mit as to show yea this exciting
■port* wear.

Dr. James Long, athletic director of the University of Toledo,
feels that an indoctrination program should be installed in the
universities dealing with the philosophy of good sportsmanship. Perhaps this is what it may take to
reverse the present trend.

See us for
Kodak cameras and film

WE ARE DRY CLEANERS

CLOTHES RACK

Sportsmanship hasn't been the
concern of the B-G News alone,
for every university in the MAC
has been discussing the topic.
Coach Harold Anderson haa said
that he feels the present trend of
poor sportsmanship on the part of
the fans is a "mark of the times."

Incidentally, speaking of long
shots, I wonder how many faculty

-•wt»,.v.
COME TO THE

memluTs can recul) the opening
round of the NIT basketball tournament held in Madison Squsro
Garden, N.Y., in 1040. Tho Falcons were eliminated in the first
round when Rhode Island came
from behind to win an 82-70 overtime thriller. Howling Green should
have won the game 74-72, but a
55-foot "Ozark Ike" shot by Rhode
Island's Knur Calverley in the
fading seconds sent the game into
overtime. Calverley's shot was
termed by the sportswriters and
sportscasters as "the shot heard
around the world."

"Chuck"

You're ready lo take pictures indoors or outdoors with this complete outfit Th* Brownie Plash
20 Camera gives you big -camera performance with Brownie
simplicity. Hashoider is built
right into the camera. Outfit includes camera, film, bulbs, batteries, ntckstrap, instructions.

all for $15.25

ROGERS DRUG
and Camera Shop
24 Hour Film Swrrice,
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Busy Bees

Campus Kaleidoscope
Secretarial Club—Held a party Feb.
17. New nrnnb.il were accepted ai
this one. Darts Sawanek presented a
skit on the '•Secretary of 1M0."

Head Resident's Duties Varied;
She's Nurse, Hostess, Adviser
By Ann Scherry

What is a head resident? A head resident in a women's
dorm in one of those people you see walking through the halls
to be sure it's quiet, the woman at the main desk who tells
you that you signed out incorrectly, the person to whom you
can go with any type of problem, and the one you tell all your
good news to.
A head resident's year be- mornings when women leave the
gins early, when she comes to dorm ea '.y (with special permisschool the first of September and
spends a week ringing the fir*
alarms to be sure they all work
properly, counting beds to be sure
there are enough*in each room,
orienting the staff of counselors
who will help her during the year,
and spending countless hours
matching women she has never
met and placing them with either
two or five other women In a
room.
When the women finally arrive,
the fun really begins. Within two
days, between 200 and 400 women must be registered in the dorm.
So, with her staff, the head resident gets up very early, signs
cards, directs women and lost parents to rooms, and eats lunch at
3:30 p.m. and supper at 8, if
she's lucky. By the end of the
second day, when all the women
finally have all arrived, she feels
as though the year should be over!
When asked what she did with
all her "spare" time, Miss Jackie
Gribbons, head resident of Harmon
Hall, said casually, "Oh, I spend
it going to head residents' staff
meetings, executive board meeting, judicial house board meeting,
house board meeting, counseling
staff meeting, special meetings
in the dorm, and inter-dorm council meeting!"
Midnight Problems
Not the least of the small problems to confront the head resident
is the woman who isn't feeling too
well! All evening before the dorm
closes, she has a mild headache or
a small stomach-ache, or just a
general cold. BUT . . . come 3:30
a.m., she suddenly gets violently
ill, her roommates wake up the
counselor, who in turn wakes up
. . . right . . . the head resident!
The next step is to get dressed
and take the poor girl over to the
Health Center. At this point, billiards are usually raging, it's pouring down rain, or the wind nearly
knocks thom over the minute they
step outside the door. Aren't the
adventures of a head resident fun?
Early Morning Awakenings
Another great joy to a head
resident is the automatic door buz aer located in her bedroom. A
door buzzer is a small black box
which makes a noise like an air
raid siren as soon as someone
opens an outside door between the
hours of 10 p.m. and 0:4G a.m. At
the beginning of the year, these
little menaces went off every
morning at 6:46 when the doors
were unlocked, so a sleepy head
resident had to jump out of bed
and turn it off.
But around Christmas time,
someone devised an ingenious
scheme to make them automatic.
So, technically, they go off by
themselves when the door Is unlocked, and the peaceful sleep of
the hard-working head resident is
unbroken.
That is, unbroken except on the

sion) to go to church, to work,
or to some other bright-and-early
morning activity.
Being the final authority on
dorm business is also pleasant, especially after one makes a decision about special uses of the
lounge, or where to wash wool
socks, and hands out this information to the staff. It's only then
she finds that around 300 women
already have been informed by
this very same staff that they're
QUITE sure it's all right to do it
the other way!
Head residents are expected to
be masters of any and all talents.
Kach time there's a dorm party,
floors put on entertainment—skits,
songs, dances, and monologues.
What a surprise to find that the
staff has also prepared a small
skit! All the head resident has to
do is turn three double somersaults, sing an aria, or do a short
tap diincr—unless she thinks fas'.
enough to be able to tall; her way
out of it!
Parly Entertainers
Being the general hostess of the
dorm is one of the most interesting
and pleasant responsibilities. In
this capaci'.y, the head resident is
introduced to all overnight guests,
everybody's mother, sister, cousin,
great-aunt, and grandmother! And
woe be it unto her, if the woman's
name happens to slip her mind for
a minute!
And then, if you happen to be
Miss Gribbons, you have one additional problem. For the first
two months of school, people keep
mistaking you for a freshman
"And Where's YOUK meal ticket?"
was the common question as Miss
Gribbons tried to eat breakfast,
lunch, or supper.
Head residents — what would
wc do without 'em?

Pre law Club—Mr. Martin Hanna. a
Bowling Green anora*y. addressed
members of the Pre-law Club Monday
rob. 22.
Mr. Hanna'. topic was. "So You
Want to Be a lawyer?"
look and Motor Recently elected
new officers for the academic year of
1910-41.

Robert Reublin. a lunlor In the Col
leae of Education, was elected president; Sue Shoenberaer. vice preeldenl: Carol AlchUon. secretory' and
Dr. Eugene Dickerman, associate professor ol biology, was elected treasurer.
German Club—The singing of German university songs highlighted the
monthly meeting held In the Onion last
week. Dr. Baeumer. asst. prof, of forelan languages, presented a historical
background on the origin and content
of the songs. He also told about the
customs of German universities and
students. Following the singing and discussion, sllles of Germany. Austria.
Italy, and Swllierland were shown,
with Dr. Baeumer narrating.
Beta Beta Beta, biology honorary—
Has plans to sponsor weekly (Urns of
a biological nature, according to ferry
Levy, vice president. The films will be

Magazine Publishes
Junior Student's Poem
Karen Troutner, a junior in the
College of Education, recently had
a poem published in the Annual
Anthology of College Poetry.
Miss Troutner's poem, entitled
"Weltanschauung" is a description of dawn. In the poem, an analogy is made between dawn and
the acquisition of knowledge.
"Weltanschauung" means one's
personal philosophy, or an enlightenment, according to Miss
Troutner.
Inspiration for the poem came
from Miss Troutner's early morning walks to work along Wooster
Street. The poem was written for
her advanced writing course in
English.
The University Library hus a
copy of Miss Troutner's poem in
"America Sings," published
yearly by the National Poetry
Association. It contains the finest
poetry written by the college men
and women of the United States,
nnd includes works from every
section of the country.

"HAVE YOU HEARD
THE WORD?"

J
m

Th» Bast Sounds
In Town
Con Be Hexrrd Al
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BIGELOW MUSIC SHOPPE
126 East Wooster

shown at 11 in. an Tuesday*, during
Common Hour. Some of the topics covered will be ecology, bacteriology,
heredity, and evoluUon. The ipednc
title) and place of showing will be
announced.
Christian Science Organisation—Bob
Sealander will be lb* reader of the
leiion sermon. "Hap*." at 8:15 p.m.
Thursday In Front Chapel.
Sigma Tau Delta—Spring Initiation
will be held at till p.m. Monday.
March 7. In the Wayne Room of lb*
Union. Those Interested in becoming
members can determine their eligibility
by consulting the registrar. Bine* this
will be lb* only initiation this semester
all those qualified for membership
should contact Kathryn Ruda at the
Alpha Gamma Delta house.

Music Interest Pays
In Teaching Activities
An interest in music and a high
school record of participation in
musical activities and organizations paid off in the form of
student teaching experience and
substitute teaching pay for Dorothy Boltz, a sophomore music education major, during the Christmas holidays.
Miss Boltz did substitute teaching at Battin High School in her
home town of Elizabeth, N.J., and
assisted at rehearsals for the
Christmas pageant of the Advanced Glee Club and the Battin Choir.
Misa Boltz played the accompaniment for the pageant.
Student teaching experience
came early for Miss Boltz, who
will not begin student teaching at
Bowling Green for two years.

Spanish Major Plans
Study In Buenos Aires
Lea Roth, u senior in the College
of Education, will leave for Argentina March 6.
Miss Roth, a Spanish major,
will fly to South America to attend
the University of Buenos Aires for
a year.
She will return to Bowling Green
to work on an M.A. degree. During
her stay in Argentina, she will
have her own apartment but will
be under the guidance of an American doctor and his wife.
Miss Roth was a counselor in
Prout Hull last semester.

Phone 37732

Parrish To Discuss
Poetry Of R. Jeffers
Miss Beryl Parrish, assistant
professor of English, will lead a
discussion on the poetry of Robinson Jeffers at Books and Coffee hour at 3:30 p.m. tomorrow in
the Ohio Suite.
She will examine Jeffcr's poetry in terms of his philosophy of
life, which holds that the troubles
of mankind arise out of man's
turning in upon himself. The cure
for this, says Jeffers, is breaking
away from oneself.

DO YOU HAVE A NEBBISH?
Our

complete

Nebbish

Novelties include dolls,
dashboard

ornaments,

ashtrays and labels.

Home made pie 20c
Coffee 5c

Be Seeing You

I've
Found
Esterbrook fountain pens
write with the amazing new
miracle discovery-INK!
to have your handwriting analyzed. It probably looks just like your room-mate's.... No character at alL
Wait until you come to your senses and buy the smart looking Esterbrook Classic fountain pen—with the point that's
custom-fitted for you.
DON'T BOTHER

Look no further, the beet Is located within a stone's throw cf your campus.
•
•
•

1 Hour Cleaning Service (Daily to 3 p.m.)
Pressing While You Wait.
Economy Clean & Wear Service. Save Halfl
(Ask us about this service — It will keep cash in your pocket)
• Khakis & everyday washable trousers 50c
(Beautifully finished)
• Shirts Laundered — Fluff Dry Laundry
• All Types Alterations, Mending, & Reweaving.
• Coin Operates! Laundry — Open 24 hours — 7 Days.

$9.95

]

530 East Wooster

Portage, O.

laundry service!

Rack

STUDENT BOOK
EXCHANGE

Trio Restaurant

of cleaning and

Clothes

The new Kappa Sigm.i pledge
class held its first mci. ng Feb.
23. These officers were elected:
Frank De Natale, president Frank
Anderson, vice presid it; Dave
Huii'-r \ treasurer; and Ken Jack,
social chairman.

For All The Students
All The Time

It's The

World...

Surefooted comfort in Sperry
Top-Sider canvas oxfords.
Amazing flexibility, double
depthed cushioning, Loose
lined for breezy non-chafing
comfort White only.
Men's and Woman's sixes.
Crew Socks $1.00

Kappa Sigma Pledges
Elect Pledge Offcers

It's lust a nice little drive
To a nice little Restaurant
For that real home cooked
food

New
vSrounb ftulrf

PERFECTED PIANIST—Erroll Garner, sometimes called the world's most
creative piano man. thrilled a near capacity audience in ih* baUrooss *l th*
Union Thursday with his plan* concert. Among Garner's selections were Inlet
pretatlons of "Dancing In th* Dark." 'Smoke Gels In Your Eye*." "Misty." and
medleys bom "My Fair Lady." and "Porgy and Ben.
Th* concert was delayed for more than an hour as hasardous road conditions hindered Mr. Garner's arrival. Following Ik* concert, th* pianist signed
autographs tor those who war* w" Ing to stand In Bne.

HAMBLIN CLEANERS & LAUNDRY
524 E. Wi

St

Phone 34673

The Esterbrook Classic starts writing instantly—the minute it touches the paper. Feels so 'right' in the hand ... and
looks good, too! Choice of six colors.
Another thing—the Esterbrook Classic always uses ink.
You'll like ink once you get used to it It makes clearly discernible marks on the paper.
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Prisons And Punishments

ly Koran Kollmaan
Is there crime in the average
American office? Are our prisons
fit for humans? Who receives the
death sentence?
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WBGU-TV Is Now In Operation
Six months ago the studios of
WBGU-TV were quiet and empty.
Today calls of "20 seconds," "cue
announcer," or "get a shot of the
interviewer with a two-inch lens,"
can be heard reverberating from
the walls of the studio.
Last September the studio had
been fully equipped and was ready
for operation. The cameras were
in place, microphones available,
and moot of the large studio lighting had been installed. What was
missing from this scene? The at-

Crime Topic Of Sociology Class

Kmk Doawood
Doqwood SulM
^rialC-opal
,
Okie Salt*

mosphere that only a "live" operation can give.
Vacant walls, a complete lack of
cards listing credit of any kind,
and no shows to produce, marked
the scene in September. Now WBGU-TV is alive, with the help of
the Speech 168 and 368 students
and their class productions. Drapes
are up in the studio, new props
have been found and used, credit
cards of all kinds have been devised, and an average of two productions a week are put on, all by
speech students.
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These questions, and many others, are answered in an interesting
course
known as criminology
which is offered in the sociology
department.
The prime objective of the
course, which is taught by Dr. Joseph K. Balogh, professor of sociology, is not to train specialists
in this field, but U> give the student a broad, over-til concept of
criminology.
MARVCLOUS MARKSMAN Capl. Jama. I. Millar (rlojhtl U ihown chocklnq
lorry Mllnor. rifla acoroi. Minor Is tho high icorar for tha Araty ROTC ritlo
mom. Capl. Millar i. Iho rifla laant coach.

Mllnor Top ROTC Marksman
The leading marksman of the
University's 12-man Army ROTC
team is Gerald Milnor, a junior
in the College of Business Administration. He ranked second in the
U-team Ohio and Michigan ROTC
rifle competition completed in
February. In the competition, each
man fires ten rounds in the prone
position, ten rounds kneeling, and

ten standing for a total of 300
possible points. Cadet Milnor has
averaged 280 points per match,
-,.,,..,„
The University rifle team is
now th,rd ,n
.
»>e.Ohio anil MichisUndin s Amon
*»n ■__■
*" K tho
te m
BGSb h
" f
"» vanquished are
Michigan State University s Army
^OTC and the University of
Michigan's Army ROTC.

bilitation, and the modern penal
programs.
A final topic is prison sentences;
how they are related to society
and ai Ml t'*e death sentence and
its effects. Surprisingly, this class
has a somewhat small enrolment,
approximately 30 students per semester.
"The students enrolled are very
diversified; they are from all crlleges in the University," remarked
Dr. Balogh.
When the time rolls around
again for students to select courses, serious consideration should
be given to this particular one.

The basics in the cour.e itself
are: To familiarize students with
the various theories of criminality,
which
includes
the
different
schools of criminology that have
been instituted; to discuss criminal law-—making comparisons with
the European system to the American system; to study appeals to
which the defendant is entitled;
to acquaint the students with f »■
difference between criminal law
und civil law. The course delves
into the prevalence of white-collar
crime. Prisons, reformatories, and
jails are also studied from a historical standpoint, their relationship to society, progress in reha-

^]R&A(JW»V^
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Rifle Team Suffers
First Season Loss
Suffering its first setback in a
dual match this season, Capt. James I. Miller's Army ROTC rine
team was defeated Saturday, February 20 by the Wayne State Air
Force ROTC Unit in a match in
Detroit. Wayne State scored a total of 1,380 points during the
meet, to top Bowling Green's
1,3611 and hand the Falcon sharpshooters their first defeat in an
over-all 4-1 record.
Jerry Milnor and Fred Scmelku
shared scoring honors for the BG
unit, collecting identical scores of
283. Fred Ziems' 274 rated third,
followed by Dave Hunger's 265.
Don Mayer posted a 264 to complete the Falcons' total, which
dipped thr-ii- team average to
1,378.
The Prout Hall chorus, under
tho direction of Mrs. Warren K.
Stellar, plans to enter the May
Sing.
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Live outdoorsin the sun,toss cares into the sea, •
Go native a la Roman or Greek!
You can skin dive, sail, or water skiAll for only 40 bucks a week!
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Robert's Fine Foods, Inc.
112 E. Waahlnglon
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Family Style Sunday
Dinners
Steak—Chops—Sea Food
Fancy Sandwiches

A Nice Place to Dine With Your Friends
or Family
CaDaOttl
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Juil roltatod
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—tho Clgorolto
with
A THINKING
MAN'S HUM ...
A SMOKING
MAN'S TASTE I

-the Hottest Jazz
Record In Years

ror ASOO
Oniy*!
-and 2 VICEROY Cigarette packages!
Hurryl Hurryl Get thif. truly great jazz record at a
low, low price, while the limited supply lasts! Record
features your top favorite Jazz Instrumentalists—the
winners in a national popularity survey of American
College and University Students. Send for Campus Jazz
festival today. Use coupon below!
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He Saw It Happen

Dean Arch Conklin Reminisces
On BGSLTs Many Changes
By Ann Sch.iry
"Years afro, when I came here and Dr. Homer B. Williams
was President of the University, roommates were roommates
for four years. If you were put into a room with someone, you
lived in the same rcom with that person until you Kraduated."
So said Arch B. Conklin, for 20 years a dean at the Uni-

Ethics 7b Be Topic
Of UCF Discussions

Extra Study Room
Opened In Library
With the increased enrollment
and the ever increasing number of
students taking advantage of Library facilities, the newly opened
reference room annex, on the third
floor of the University Library
fulfills a definite need.
The third-floor annex will serve
as an auxiliary service to the
large reference room on the second floor of the Library.
"The annex will include a small
collection of frequently used reference books, including encyclopedias, dictionaries, the education index, and the 'Readers Guide
to Periodical Literature.' If use of
these materials warrants, additional reference books will be added,"
said Dr. Paul F. Leedy, director of
the Library.
The annex will also house microfilm and microcard collections and
reading equipment for the use
of these materials.
The annex has been freshly decorated and has a new lighting
system. The room is being air-conditioned to provide improved study
conditions in warm weather.
"Window blinds and new book
shelves are being ordered and
should be installed within the next
few weeks," said Dr. Leedy.
For those students who own
portable typewriters but have no
quiet place in which to use them,
there is a small room available in
the west end of the third floor
annex. This room is equipped with
table and chairs and is kept very
quiet
"It is my hope that the students
will use the new third-floor annex,
particularly at rush hours, to
avoid the inevitable confusion
which exists when the large reference room is crowded," said
Dr. Leedy.
Present schedule of hours for
the annex is: Monday through
Thursday—10 to 12, 2 to 4, 6:30
to 9:30; Friday—10 to 12, 2 to 4;
Saturday—2 to 4; and Sunday—
2 to 6, 6:30 to 8:30. The hours
will be extended later, if use of
tho area warrants.

Ethics will be discussed by panels of University faculty members
and local businessmen at three
consecutive Sunday evening programs presented by the United
Christian Fellowship. The Rev. W.
Edge Dixon, pastor of the First
Methodist Church, will be moderator for these discussions, to be
held at 6:30 p.m. in t!ie Dogwood
Suite of the Union.
At the March 6 program. Dr.
Russell Decker, as ociate professor of business administration and
adviser to Student Court; Ashel
G. Bryan, treasurer of the Bowling
Green Banking Co.; and Dr. Emerson C. Shu-k. dean of th • College
of Liberal Arts, will discurs
"Ethics in Government."
"Ethics in Science" will be the
subject for discussion on March
18, Dr. Bernard II. Gundlach, associate professor of mathematics,
nnd Dr. Peggy Hurst, assistant
professor of chemistry, will be
panel members.
The final panel, on March 20,
will discuss "Ethics in Business"
Panel members are Dr. Gilbert W.
Cooke, professor of business administration; Dr. Samuel M. Cooper, chairman of the department
of health and physical education;
Mux Graeber, local merchant; and
Dr. Robert I). Henderson, chairman of the department of business administration.
Gordon Gregg, president of
UCF, stated that everyone is urged to attend these panel discussions.

versity, who retired last year. He went on reminiscing about
life on the Bowling Green groaned and complained about havcampus during the years he
ing to move rut."
nerved as dean of students, dean
"There was absolutely no place
of men, anil nssociato dean of stufi r the students to relax at first,
so Dr. Prnut and I talked about the
dents:
possibili y of getting one. We visit"I remember that Kohl Hall wan
ed 'The Shack' at Woostcr College,
under construction, and the trainund decided to build a similar
ing school (now llunna Hall),
structure here." This was the origin
Hayes Hall, the
of the old Falcon's Nest. "That
Administratl o n
was fine, until after World War
Bldg., the gymII, when enrollment increased and
nasiums. Moseit was impossible for the building
ley Hall, the Lito
accommodate all the students,
brary, Williams
especially after a basketball or
Hall, and Shatfootball game," said Dean Conklin.
sel Hall were
"Then Dr. McDonald planned the
the extent of
new Union. The day the old Nest
the campus in
was cut in half, loaded on trucks,
1939," he said.
and taken to Portage, there was
"After the
practically a funeral procession!
war, four of the
CONKLIN
The old Nest, built for 1,100 stusorority houses
dents, just wusn't big enough to
were built, under the adminintration of Dr. Frank J. Prout. At that take care of 6,600."
After the war, with the influx
time, there were women living in
the Women's Bldg.; there were of service veterans, space was at a
beds in the recreation hall and on
premium. Part of Dean Conklin's
the top floor of llunna Hall; und
time was spent at Camp Perry, the
at one time there were 100 beds
Army storage depot near Port
Clinton, arranging for buildings to
in the Men's Gym.
lie moved to the campus. One of Alumnus Is Speaker
Dean Conklin tranHported st'lthe first buildings to arrive was
dents back and forth from Wcston,
At Therapists Meeting
the Commons. It was taken apart,
Rudolph, and Portage, where they
Dr. Melvin Hyman, director of
piece by piece, and rebuilt behind
lived in private homes. Many Bowlthe speech and hearing clinic; and
Kohl Hall. Then, in rapid sucing Green residents also took in
cession came North Dorm, the Dr. George Herman und Miss Alice
students, because of the shortage
married students' apartments, 18 Greincr, assistant professors of
of dormitory space, he said.
aluminum huUi -each of which speech, will attend u meeting for
housed IS men—-which were lo- speech therapists from northwest"Human nature is funny," he
cated on what are now Parking ern Ohio at 7:30 p.m. Thursday,
continued. "When the Gamma Phi
Match 3, in the University Union.
Ixtts K und 9, and approximately
Beta and Alpha Xi Delta houses
Chatter Palen, speech therapist
160 trailers, on the present site of
were finished, the women from the
from Perrysburg and a Bowling
Overman Hall.
Women's Bldg. were moved into
Green alumnus, will lead a discusthem and into the vacant rooms
"Gate Theatre also came from
sion on the topic "Stuttering."
left in Williams Hall when the
Camp Perry," Dean Conklin said.
sorority women moved out. As "The original was a square wooden
cramped and crowded ai they were
building, which is now the Gate
Del Hi (Alpha Tau Omega). Evenin the gym, the women cried and
auditorium. It wus set on an old tually. 12 more local fraternities
quarry which had been used as •
were founded, nine of which evengeneral dumping ground. Later, tually became national fraternity
the classrooms were built along chapters.
each side, and were faced with
Deun Conklin remembers the
brick."
days when the borne economics deIvy Hull wus here many years
partment occupied the office spuce
before Deun Conklin arrived. It
now being used by Dean Florence
was a knitting factory und a chick- Curlier, Deun Wallace W. Taylor,
en hatchery before it !>ecame a wo- and Deun Klden T. Smith, at the
men's dormitory, then fraternity south end of the second floor, Adquarters, and finally an office ministration Bldg.
building.
"There were bedrooms where Dr.
Dean Conklin also discussed the Smith's offices arc, and the room
histoiy of Greek organizations on where the deans' secretaries work
the Bowling Green eumpus. At wus a practice dining room," Dean
first, he said, there wore only three Conklin said. It was quite a far
or four local sororities, which were cry from the present Home Ecolocated off-campus, and three local
nomics Bldg., with the latest equipfraternities: Five Brothers (now ment nnd conveniences, he added.
Sigma Alpha Bpsilon), the ComFrom the building of Kohl Hall
moners (Pi Kappa Alpha), and to the uddition of Memorial Hall,
Bowling Green State University
has undergone many changes during the 20 years in which Dean
Conklin served the University so
well.

'Mistress Of The Inn'
To Be Thesis Show
Diana Kithcart has been chosen
for the lead in this year's thesis
show, "Mistress of the Inn." Supporting her in other roles will be
Fern Borger, Wendy Blakeley,
Gerry Smith, Bob Sealander, and
William Blair.
There arc still two vacancies for
men in the cast. Anyone interested
should contact Jim DeYoung, director of the play and graduate
student in speech.
"Mistress of the Inn," by Carlo
Goldini, is a comedy set in sunny
Italy. Mirandolina, the mistress of
the inn, reveals the many sides to
her character as Bhc hovers between a miserly marquis and a
spendthrift count, both of whom
are courting her in their own manner.
Performances are scheduled for
Mar. 24 and 26 in Gate Theatre.
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NOT A 8IQN OF A SLIP-UP!

Eaton's Corrasable Bond is
available in light, medium, heavy
and onion skin weights. In
convenient 100-sheet packets
and 500-sheet ream boxes. A
Berkshire Typewriter Paper,
A
backed by the famous
£
Eaton name.

'Death Of A Salesman'
Matinee Hour Subject
"Death of a Salesman," by Arthur Miller, will be the play discussed
at Matinee Hour at 3:30 p.m. today
in the Ohio Suite of the Union.
Often called one of the finest
achievements of the American
theater, the play has won the New
York Critic Award and the Pulitzer Prise.
Both sides of the question of the
play's significance and universal
approach will be discussed by panelists Carol Luth and Barry Cobb.
Also on the program will be excerpts from the Broadway production featuring Mildred Dunnock, Arthur Kennedy, and Thomas Mitchell.

ALL YOUR
EATON PAPER

Typing errors disappear like magic when you use Eaton's
Corrisable Bond. Never a trace of the word that was
erased; errors can be flicked off CorrSsable's special surface
with an ordinary pencil eraser. Saves re-typing, time and
money. And the sparkling new whiteness gives all typing
a new brilliance. You can't make a mistake getting
Eaton's Corrisable. (Rhymes with erasable.)
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Realm Of Professors

Various Projects, Conventions
Hold Interest For Professors
Attend Con».nilon
Six faculty members attended
professional meetings Feb. 13 at
the Hilton Hotel in Chicago.
Dr. John E. Gee, dean of the
College of Education, and Dr.
Harold Van Winkle, assistant professor of journalism, attended the
meeting of the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education.
Dr. Ralph L. Beck, professor of
education, and Dr. Lorrene L. Ort,
assistant professor of education,
attended the meeting of the Association for Student Teaching.

.

.

A premier of his new work,
"Five Miniatures for Flute and
Clarinet," was presented by Joseph Messenger and Judith My
lander, students of Prof. Burnham.
He wrote it for them.
Tho Collegiate Chorale performed his work, "Sing Unto the
Lord," on its recent tour.
The Baroque Faculty Trio at
the University of Michigan will
premiere his work, "Sonata de
Chiesa" (for flute, harpsichord,
oboe, and cello) "oday. This selection was commissioned last
spring.

Dr. Charlee Rich

"Nitecap," an opera by Prof.
Burnham, will be presented this
month at the College of William
and Mary in Virginia.

Dr. Charles C. Rich, instructor
in geology, spent last week end in
Washington, D.C., serving as a
member of a panel to consider applications for National Science
Foundation Summer Fellowships
for Secondary Teachers. The panel
of 120 scientists and educators
from all over the country was set
up by the American Association
for the Advancement of Science
as part of its assistance to the
Foundation in its summer fellowship program.
Dr. Mearl Guthrie
Fulfilling a request from the
United Business Education Association, Dr. Mearl R. Guthrie, chairman of the business education department, wrote a chapter for the
association's forthcoming publication.
The book, "How To Teach Business Subjects," includes a chapter
by Dr. Guthrie entitled, "Student
Teachers' Responsibility for Getting Properly Orientated."
The publication is now being
printed and will go on sale early
in March.
Prof. Cordon Burnham
Prof, ('union V. Burnham, director of choral activities, spent
Feb. 12 and 13 as a guest at
Indiana University where his work,
"King David" (four medieval
scenes for bands), was selected
as one of the eight works to be
played at the College Band Directors National Association Convention.
Combined college bands through-

20c
10c
. 20c
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SOAP
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65c
00c
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He wrote still another selection,
"Magnificat for Band," specifically for Prof. Roy Weger, director
of bands, and the University band,
to be premiered at the Fiftieth
Anniversary celebration.

New Pamphlet Out
About Traffic Laws
A pamphlet entitled "You and
Your Automobile" may be obtained free of charge at the University police office, by new car
owners and students not familiar
with campus traffic regulations.
It is designed to acquaint students
with both state and University
traffic laws.
One point not covered in the
booklet, according to Ray Whittaker, assistant dean of students,
is the reporting of all auto accidents, regardless of the apparent
damage, to the University police.
"This is for the student's own
protection," Mr. Whittaker said.
"If a person involved in an accident notifies the police after either of the cars has been moved, it
is difficult for us to make a comprehensive report. Such a report
must be submitted to the Secretory of State and to the individual's insurance company."
Even in cases where only minor
damages have been incurred, such
as a parked car being scraped or
bumped, it is essential that the person causing the damage make a report. "This is necessary to save a
possible conviction on a hit-andrun charge. It is advisable to write
down the license registration number of the damaged vehicle, and to
report this immediately to the
University police department," Mr.
Whittaker said.

LOOK AT THIS!
Men's ivy league corduroy

50c
YOUR TIME

Prof. Burnham's works also include, "A Masque for Piano,"
which was presented by Robert
Chapman, instructor in music, Feb.
14, in the Faculty Concert Series.

College Laundromat

LAUNDRY "X"
MACHINE
SOAP
DRYER (Most Loads)

out Indiana performed the eight
works.

Dr. Elfreda M. Rusher, assistant professor of business education, and Dr. Mearl R. Guthrie.
chairman of the business education department, attended a meeting for business education.

PUT YOUR TIME TO BETTER USE

85c

15c

Plus FREE Folding

— Shirts and Khakia Finished —

Made on'y by Eaton

EATON PAPER CORPORATION { «J J PnTSFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS

SNOW SCENE—This scene Is typical of Ihe weather Bowling Green • tud.nti
wllmiid F.b. 25. Six and on* hall Inch., of mow blank.l.d th. University.
and th. t.rrlllc winds caused snow drift, up lo 2 and 3 (eel deep.

WHY WORK FOR 154 PER HOUR?

65c

EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND
Typewriter Paper

March 1, 1960

suits, pants, and reversible
vests.
Only $29.95
Ivy green only

ALSO COMPARE YOUR DRY CLEANING PRICES

LEHMAN'S

College Laundromat and Dry Cleaners

Charge Accounts
are Welcomed

115 E. Court Street

Bowling Gr«*n, Ohio

